
CASE STUDY 

GetNinjas

How GetNinjas uses Snowplow to track every aspect 

of their customers journey, throughout the customer's 
entire lifecycle, across all platforms and channels.



“I’m a huge fan of Snowplow!! It’s given 
us the power and flexibility to collect 
and analyze data, making smarter 
product decisions in ways that would 
be impossible with other tools.”

Bernardo Srulzon, CPO, GetNinjas





GetNinjas is a Brazilian platform that connects individuals with professional 

service providers (“pros”), such as electricians, wedding photographers, 

plumbers, language teachers, and more.

Introducing GetNinjas

• Over 500,000 registered professionals 

• 300 active cities across Brazil 

• Over 2,000,000 service requests each year 

• Website, Android, and iOS platforms

https://www.getninjas.com.br


In order to successfully grow, 
GetNinjas needed to solve two challenges.

THE CHALLENGE

GetNinjas 
had aggressive 
growth ambitions.



GetNinjas had to deliver an outstanding 

user experience, both for clients looking for 

professional service providers, and for the 

professional service providers themselves.  

This was essential so that GetNinjas could grow a 

sustainable community of customers and service 

providers in each of their cities over time. 

When the GetNinjas community is thriving in a city, 

people can successfully and reliably identify good 

service providers (pros), and good pros get a steady 

supply of great customers.

Deliver a 
brilliant user 
experience

1.

Along with a brilliant user experience, 

GetNinjas had to make sure they 

intelligently spent on digital marketing to 

maintain the right balance of clients and 

professional service providers in each city 

as they used digital spend to drive the 

number of users in each city up.  

Imbalance causes service dissatisfaction, such as pros 

leaving the service due to lack of jobs or clients unable 

to find suitable service providers, and represents 

wasted marketing spend. The nature of the service 

GetNinjas offers makes search marketing (both SEO 

and SEM) their primary means of user acquisition.

Optimize 
SEO and 
SEM spend

2.



Delivering a brilliant 
user experience starts 
with understanding 
each stage of the 
customer journey. 
This starts by asking 
the right questions 
for each stage.



A
ACQUISITION 

A
ACTIVATION 

R
RETENTION 

R
REFERRAL 

R
REVENUE 

Are we balancing supply and demand correctly? 

Are we acquiring users in cities with a critical mass of high performing 

professionals?

Are we matching each client with the right pro?  

Is a newly signed up pro able to win work within 7 days of signing up?

Do clients who purchase one type of service later return to purchase a 

second service in a second category? 

How likely are clients to recommend GetNinjas and bring in new clients?  

How likely are pros to recommend GetNinjas to their colleagues?

Is GetNinjas charging the right amount for each lead?  

Are professionals able to make a good return on investment? 



Using SEM effectively 
meant targeting users 
looking for specific 
providers in specific 
cities, and intelligently 
optimizing bid prices.

High bid prices alone weren’t enough for GetNinjas: they 

needed to bid on users looking for specific services in cities 

where they know they have enough professionals to deliver 

that user a good experience and see a return on the cost of 

that user’s acquisition. 

If GetNinjas didn’t bid on the right users, they would spend money acquiring 

people searching for something GetNinjas couldn’t deliver, such as people 

looking for electricians in a city where there aren’t any, who then ultimately have 

a poor experience and bounce back to Google. 

GetNinjas works by selling each user’s job and contact details to up to three 

professionals, who buy the lead for a certain number of credits. The amount of 

credits for a lead varies by category and city, making it essential that the 

expected “value” of that user is used to intelligently set bidding prices for SEM in 

order for GetNinjas not to lose money on the users they acquire.



Both optimizing SEM 
spend, and delivering 
an excellent customer 
experience, were 
technically very 
challenging.

• Understand the exact level of supply and demand in the GetNinjas 

market, at any one time  

• Enable analysts at GetNinjas to ask any question of any point of the 

customer journey  

• Slice and dice the data to looking into the specifics of any microsegment 

(e.g. people looking for plumbers in Forteleza on Saturday) as there might 

be important variations in user experience by category, city, time of day 

and week and device.

DOING BOTH DEPENDED ON HAVING A DETAILED, GRANULAR, 
STRUCTURED DATA SET THAT COULD BE USED TO:



GetNinjas 
hit a wall.
They did not have access to the underlying data to 

be able to answer the questions they needed, both 

to understand the current user experience (so that 

they could make it better) and identify the current 

state of supply and demand by category and city, 

so that they could intelligently spend on SEM to 

drive up user growth.



The solution 
started with 
better data.
GetNinjas realized pretty quickly that taking 

control of their data, and having a rich, highly 

structured data set describing every action that 

their users (both clients and pros) took, would 

provide the foundation for meeting both of their 

growth challenges.



GetNinjas 
implemented 
Snowplow.

Before using Snowplow, GetNinjas’ data was in silos: their 

analytics platform, CRM, and MySQL database all had data 

describing different parts of a user’s journey. 

With Snowplow,  it was possible to track, in granular detail, every aspect of 

their customers journey, throughout the customer's entire lifecycle, across 

all platforms and channels.

• Web 

• Mobile 

• SMS

Ensure their data structure and processing logic were customized for 

their business to set up a data modeling flow that let GetNinjas segment 

their users by the many dimensions that really mattered to the team.

Use data to solve growth challenges by driving product 

development strategy and SEM spending.

• Push notification 

• Email 

• Transaction

• Chat  

• Call center 

Track users across:



The data enabled GetNinjas to drill in and 

understand the specific portions of each user’s 

journey, microsegments, and larger groups of users. 

Empowered by their data, the product team at GetNinjas was able 

to drive sustained improvement in user experience across all 

aspects of the user lifecycle.
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The GetNinjas team built an algorithm to set bid 

prices in response to both the level of unmet supply 

and the total expected ROI from that campaign, 

powered by their Snowplow data. 

The algorithm optimizes GetNinjas bid prices on tens of thousands 

of ad campaigns daily and ensures that GetNinjas are maximizing 

their growth without making a loss on marketing spend.
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GetNinjas used the data 
to power algorithms 
that programmatically 
bid for the right users 
and the right price, 
deploying their 
marketing budget as 
effectively as possible.



The results 
have been 
phenomenal.

• Since implementing Snowplow in 2015, GetNinjas has grown 

8.6x as a company 

• Because the data team has demonstrated so much value, they 

grew from three people to over 10 (in BI, Data Science, and 

Marketing) 

• Better A/B testing and data-driven product development drove 

a 33% lift in conversion rates for consumers across all of their 

product categories. 

• Smarter SEM bidding based on Snowplow data has lead to an 

2.2x increase in service requests.



You can also visit our product page or get in touch. 

Sign up to our mailing list and stay up-to-date with our new releases 

and other news.

Don’t hesitate 
to get in touch.
If you would like to explore how Snowplow 

can enable you to take control of your data, 

and what that can make possible, request a demo.

https://snowplowanalytics.com/products/?utm_source=snp_case_study_getninja&utm_medium=text_link&utm_content=product_page
https://snowplowanalytics.com/company/contact-us/?utm_source=snp_case_study_getninja&utm_medium=text_link&utm_content=contact_us_form
https://go.snowplowanalytics.com/l/571483/2018-06-21/2yvms68
https://snowplowanalytics.com/request-demo/?utm_source=snp_case_study_getninja&utm_medium=text_link&utm_content=request_demo_form
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